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MESSAGE FROM THE HOS

Conclusion of Term 1 has enhanced our perception and
understanding to bring us all together in new light. We take a
moment to wish each and every one a safe and happy summer
vacation and ‘Eid Mubarak’ too. Our agenda is happiness, which
is vital, smiley-faced quotient we desperately seek in our little
ones who have chosen to put others - with no narrow-minded
agenda before themselves.
They're happy! From the attitude of gratitude to being an
environmentalist, our sizzling June had it all....
 It’s that time of the year when it is time to pack our bags and set
off to explore the mysteries of the world!! We look forward to
experiencing the beauty of the unknown through the eyes of our
little ones, once they are back after their break. Let’s explore
ways in which our kids can enjoy some ‘unstructured’ outdoor
play with other kids that we ourselves have enjoyed when we
were young.

We look forward to an exciting Term 2 and a continued learning
journey together.



MOTHER'S DAY
“My mother was my role model before I even knew

what that word was.” —Lisa Leslie
 



MOTHER'S DAY
“The influence of a mother in the lives of her

children is beyond calculation.” —James E. Faust
 



INTERNATIONAL FAMILY DAY 

“If the family were a boat, it
would be a canoe that makes no

progress unless everyone
paddles.”

 – Letty Cottin Pogrebin



HUE FESTIVAL ( COLORS DAY )
"I FOUND THAT I COULD SAY THINGS WITH COLORS AND

SHAPES THAT I COULDN'T SAY ANY OTHER WAY."
-GEORGIA O'KEEFFE



 HUE FESTIVAL ( COLORS DAY )



CITY TOUR 
 "Photos are a return ticket to a moment otherwise gone." - Kathie

Thurmes



FANCY DRESS COMPETITION



INTER- SCHOOL ART FIESTA
Students of KG 2 & Grade 1 collaborated with students of other

schools at the Art Fiesta conducted by the Credence High
school. It was a rich learning experience for the students.



FRUIT SALAD DAY
The students of KG & Montessori section relished making

yummy yummy fruit salad. 



FRUITS CHARITY DRIVE

A fruits charity drive was held to strengthen personal values
and to  introduce children to the importance of generosity.



YOUNG INNOVATORS
Children continue to inspire, surprise and infuriate parents on a daily basis. The

unique and unfettered way they can look upon the world is a joy to behold. Sometimes
though their actions go above and beyond, we see their real potential for creativity.

Meet our young innovators!



YOUNG INNOVATORS



FATHER'S DAY

Fathers hold our hands for a little while and hold our hearts forever.
Students made fabulous cards  and expressed their love for them.



COOL COOL DAY
To beat the scorching heat, the students made cool cool juice and relished

the same. 



WORLD MILK DAY
World Milk Day was celebrated to raise awareness about the value of milk and

dairy products in our lives.  And also that it serves as a great source of
nourishment.



THEMATIC ASSEMBLIES



END OF TERM PARTY 
Hurrah! It's party time.



CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
 



GRADE 1 & 2
ENGLISH WEEK

'Learning is like rowing upstream, not to
advance is to drop back.'
The English language is a wonderful language
which can actually transform an individual into
a confident personality. To read, write and
speak in English is actually considered as one of
the greatest credibility of a child. 

'Find me , Who am I ?'
 This activity was conducted during the second day of English week. The enthusiastic
students of Grade 2 were very excited about this activity. It was a wonderful platform to
explore their talents. Students were very curious to find out the answers of the riddles as it
was their first such experience.



Book Review, Poem Recitation and Story  Telling 

        Book review activity was conducted on the 3rd day of English
week. The students were instructed to read their favorite book and to
write an honest and interesting review about the book. Grade 2
students made it really colorful and expressed their opinion in a
wonderful way. 
Recitation activities develop their presentation skills, help them
overcome stage fear and improve their vocabulary/speaking skills.
Students enjoyed the rhythm and rhyme and deeply got into the
character.
The last but not the least,the most awaited event of all - Storytelling
competition. The main aim of this event was to improve
pronunciation, fluency, memory and speaking skills of the students.
It was indeed a treat for the eye when the students presented their
favorite stories with costumes and props.



Thematic Assemblies 
         “IF YOU KEEP GOOD FOOD IN YOUR FRIDGE, YOU WILL EAT GOOD FOOD.”

                                                              – ERRICK MCADAMS
The students of Grade 2C & 2D conducted an assembly on 26th May 2022. The theme was
‘Importance of healthy food’. As parents, it is important that we make right food choices and
make them easily available at home, so that our children have the option to adopt a healthy
lifestyle easily. No junk food at home = No junk food inside the body.



Math Week
As the name suggests, Math Week
is a week-long celebration of all
things related to mathematics.
Here we set out to encourage
children to pursue mathematical
activities by promoting a more
positive and inclusive approach.
During the first day it was the
game time for the students using
Mangahigh.



Fun with Patterns
Pattern activities help kids
develop their number sense and
observation skills. Our charming
students made different patterns
using clay, paints and colour
pencils on the second day of Math
week.



Math Art- Origami
Researchers have found that students
who use origami in Math perform better.
In some ways, it is an untapped resource
for supplementing Math instruction and
can be used for geometric construction,
determining geometric and algebraic
formulas and increasing manual
dexterity along the way.



Math Chef
Math is everywhere. It is needed while
cooking, baking or presenting. If a cook is
creating a fancy layer cake, the use of
rectangles, squares and circles may be
necessary. When arranging food onto a
plate, cooks use different shapes to make
foods aesthetically appealing. On this day
our students became  little Math Chefs and
demonstrated their application of Math as
a chef.



"According to WHO, globally, nearly 60% of tobacco users want to quit smoking".
World No Tobacco Day is an annual event organized by the World Health
Organization (WHO) to highlight the risk associated with the use of tobacco, to
make people understand how second-hand smoke affects smoker, their family
and their community.
Grade 1 and 2 students at New Indian Model School had an event on world tobacco
day. The objective was to raise awareness among students about the several
dangerous health issues caused by the use of tobacco and how smoke affects the
people in our environment. Students made posters on NO-Tobacco use and were
educated on how to make our environment a healthier place to live.

ANTI TOBACCO DAY



HINDI RECITATION COMPETITION

"Poetry Recitation is like serving the soul"
To develop awareness of rhythm, sound awareness,  memorization and
self expression skills. Grade 2  conducted Hindi Recitation Competition on
1st June 2022 



Reading creates wonders in the
life of any individual. To be able to
read and write is considered as a
magical power which makes a
child develop his intellectual
skills. The foundation stage took
up a great challenge of organising
a read aloud competition for the
young talents of Grade 1 and 2.

READ ALOUD



INTER-SCHOOL ENGLISH POETRY
RECITATION COMPETITION

The English department of Grade 1 - 5
was delighted to host the Inter school
English Poetry Competition  on 4th June
2022. It was indeed a successful event 
 as eight well known schools
participated in the competition. The
children enthusiastically participated
in the competition with confidence and
exhibited their talent. Armaan Zayan of
Grade 2 O won 3rd Prize in category A. 



WORLD ENVIRONMENT
DAY

The theme for World Environment
Day 2022 is 'Only One Earth', with a
focus on 'living sustainably in
harmony with nature'. 'The 2022
World Environment Day campaign
#OnlyOneEarth calls for collective,
transformative action on a global
scale to celebrate, protect and
restore our planet'.



Science week celebration included series of
science-related events for the students of Grade
1 and 2 which were held with a specific theme
and target of learning. The aim of science week
is to engage and inspire students with science,
engineering and technology. Students were
involved in various activities during  the week
to bring out their ideas towards sustainability.

Day 1 : a) Reduce, Recycle and Reuse – 3Rs
Students applied their knowledge about growing grass head in an egg shell by

watching some videos and conducted discussions in the class. 

SCIENCE WEEK

Day 1: b) Reduce, Recycle and Reuse – 3Rs
Students applied their knowledge on 3Rs and made useful things out of various

waste materials available with them.



Day 2 : Robotics, the future Engineers
 Students utilized their creativity in designing any robotic structure using materials

available at home.  

SCIENCE WEEK

Day 3 : Budding scientist 
Students imitated scientists and presented their contributions to science towards mankind.

They also spoke a few words about the inventions and discoveries.
 

Day 4 : Explore and Perform
Students had chosen and performed many experiments of their choices in the class and

they beautifully presented the result.



NIMS has always been providing a
platform for extra curricular activities
to the students. One among them was
the Fancy Dress Competition which
was held on 8th and 9th June 2022. The
themes for the competition were
indeed amazing.‘Brides and Grooms of
the world' for Grade 1 and
'Advertisement' for Grade 2. The
costumes were made out of recycled
materials as instructed.

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION



EDUTAINMENT  TRIP
On 13th June 2022, the  students of  Grade 2, travelled to their most favourite place, The
Green Planet, Dubai. The Green Planet Dubai, is conveniently located at the junction of
Al Wasl Road and Safa Road, Dubai. The pandemic had everyone locked up in their
homes for long. Children lost the real time experience of going to school and having fun
at picnics. Now, as things began to return to normal, the school organized an
Edutainment trip for the students.



FATHER'S DAY CELEBRATION

Father's Day is a
celebration - honoring
fathers and celebrating
fatherhood and the
influence of fathers in
the society. We
celebrated Father's Day
on 21st June 2022. Our
young students
expressed their love for
them through hand made
cards. 



BEAT THE HEAT
To remain cool in hot weather the best way of beating the heat is to have
some fresh lemonade juice. In extreme heat our body works extra hard to
maintain a normal temperature. Children are at greater risk from
extreme heat. As we all try to keep the body temperature, the idea of
celebrating a day 'Beat the heat' helped the children get awareness about
how important it is for us.



INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

In a bid to spread awareness about the importance and holistic
health benefits of Yoga, we celebrated  International Yoga Day on
21st June at school. The students demonstrated different Yoga
postures. 



BAGLESS DAY 
As we come to the end of the term, the
students were really excited to
welcome their Summer Holidays. The
students were desperately waiting for
the end of term party.  In order to
make their day memorable, a bagless
day and class party were organised for
them. The students came in  colourful
dresses and enjoyed the bagless day
and class party with different
activities. 


